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CHAPTER XIII

FLASH STEAM PLAINTS

How flash steam plants operate—Description of the various parts and
fitting employed in a flash plant—Eegulation of the water supply

—

Lubrication—Difficulties in adjustment—Gasolene burners for flash

steam plants. ^

Flash steam plants are more adaptable to the pro-

pulsion of model steam boats than ordinary ^^pof boil-

ers, as they generate steam more rapidly and are there-

fore able to fnrnish more power to the engine. Although

somewhat more unwieldy to handle than ordinary boilers

and somewhat difficult to adjust, they are, nevertheless,

preferred for model speed-boat work. All the present

records are held by boats propelled with flash steam

plants, which alone is enough to indorse their use.

The average American model maker is not very

familiar Avith the operation and construction of flash

steam plants and the following paragraphs are devoted

to the method of operation and the general features of

construction.

The illustration. Fig. 112, shows a complete flash

steam plant and the method of connecting the various

parts. The small tank shown at A is used to hold the

gasolene which is fed to the burner C. The gasolene

passes through the vaporizing coils, which are wound
around the outer surface of the burner. The nipple at

the end of the vaporizing coils has a very small aperture

through which a fine spray of gasolene passes into the

cylinder of the burner, where violent combustion takes

place, and the flame produced shoots forward into the
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168 3Iodel Engineering

l)oiler coils, which contain the water. The gasolene burner
is very simple in construction and is antomatic in its

•operation after being started. The gasolene from the

fuel tank, in circulating through the vaporizing coils,

becomes hot and its vapor pressure is increased to such

an extent that it comes forth with considerable force

through the small opening in the nipple. A valve is

placed in the fuel tank to cut off or regulate the supply

of gasolene. The small opening and cap is also fitted to

the tank through which it is filled. The tank can either

be made of sheet brass or copper and all joints should be

mWm
*^^,*^

rig. 113—A gasolene blow torch for a flash-steam plant

silver soldered. The vaporizing coil should either be

made of steel or copper tubing, preferably steel. The

burner is started in much the same way as the ordinary

gasolene torch is lit. The valve in the fuel tank is opened

and a little gasolene is run into the burner. This is ignited

and at first a very smoky flame results, but as this flame

continues, the vaporizing coils become heated and the
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flame gradually changes to an intense blue and produces

a great amount of heat. After the burner is operating

satisfactorily, the feed valve on the fuel tank is opened

full. After a few minutes of operation, the engine will

be ready to start and it is given a few sharp turns to start

the main water pump, shown at E in the drawing. The

gasolene burner can also be heated by means of another

burner to start it.

The water pump E is generally geared to the pro-

peller shaft with a ratio of 5 : 1, but this may vary with

the stroke and bore of the pump. It is the purpose of

this pump to start and maintain the circulation of water

through the boiler coils. A hand starting pump is also

included in the equipment, and this is shown in the draw-

ing at F. If the equipment is provided with a hand start-

ing pump, it Avill not be necessary to twist the engine

shaft to start the main water pump E, as the initial pres-

sure of water can be raised by the hand pump, thereby

obviating the necessity of turning the engine over, which,

in some cases, is rather a dangerous thing to do, as the

engine is apt to start oif and catch the operator 's fingers

in the mechanism. It must be remembered that the

engine starts with a rush and has considerable force

behind it. When the hand pump is used in starting, the

engine is placed at its dead center. It will be seen from
the drawing that both the hand pump F and the main
water pump E obtain their supply of water from the res-

ervoir G. The water is taken from this source and forced

through the boiler coils. The water is only able to pass

through the main pump E in one direction, as the valves

prevent it from flowing backward.

When the water from the pumps reaches the boiler

coils, through the center of which the gasolene flame is

burning, it instantly *^ flashes" into steam and by the

time this steam has reached the end of the coils toward
the engine, it has become highly superheat^ed and imparts
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maximnm power to the piston of the engine. When the

engine is starting, it is sometimes advisable to manipu-

late the hand pump, as this assists the main water pnmp
to pick up and produce maximum pressure in the water

flow. After the engine is working satisfactorily, the

small hand pump F is cut off from the rest of the system

by means of a valve shown at H. The engine is now
able to drive the water pump E, which is pow^erful enough

to produce the necessary flow of water in the boiler coils.

The engine is also required to drive the small oil pump
which is shown at I. This pump is supplied with lubri-

SUPPLY COCK

Fig. 114—Drawing of a gasolene torch for a flash-steam boiler

eating oil through the reservoir M. The gear ratios of

the pump gears are shown in figures on the drawing,

and it will be noticed that the oscillating motion of the

pump piston will be very slow. Owing to the fact that a

small amount of solid matter contained in the oil would

prove fatal to the successful operation of the engine, a

copper gauze strainer is used in the tank and the oil must
pass through this before it reaches the feed pipe at the

bottom of the tank. Solid matter is thus prevented from
fouling the engine. The oil pump produces a discharge

of oil in the steam supply pipe from the boiler coils. The
lubricating oil is thus mixed with superheated steam just

before it enters the cylinder of the engine. The lubri-
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eating oil used should be rather viscid so that the high

temperature of the steam will not cause it to become too

thin and burn.

Attention is again dra^Mi to the water reservoir. The
capacity of this is not necessarily large ; on the contrary,

it is quite small. It will be noticed also that the water is

first filtered through a copper gauze strainer before it

reaches the feed pipe of the pumps. This prevents trouble

that would be caused by solid matter in the water reach-

ing the pumps. Due to the fact that the water reservoir

•VALVES

TIRE. V^LVEL

Fig. 115—A double gasolene burner

is placed below the water line of the boat, it will remain

full when the model is at rest. When the boat is in

motion the water reservoir is kept full by the scoop shown
at J. The rapid forward motion of the boat tends to

force water upward through the scoop into the tank,

the::eby keeping it full. A small overflow pipe is arranged

at ':he top of the tank and this discharges over the side

of the boat. The overflow pipe also provides an escape

for air when the boat is first placed in the water.

A covering is made for the boiler coils and burner and
this is usually shaped out of steel and prevents draft
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from deflecting the flame from the center of the boiler

coils. The steam exhanst from the engine cylinder is led

to the funnel on the covering of the boiler coils, where
it discharges into the onter atmosphere. This tends to

produce the proper circulation of air in the covering,

so that the burner obtains a sufficient supply of oxygen
for its most efficient operation. The check valve in the

water supply pipe shown at K prevents water from re-

turning if the delivery valve in the main pump does not

function properly. The relief cock shown at R is opened

Avhen it is desired to stop the plant. When the relief cock

is open, the water and steam pressure of the system is

relieved. All the joints, cocks and valves of the water

system must be absolutely air and water tight to produce

an efficient plant, as the least leakage will seriously im-

pair the successful operation of the device, as the press-

ure is very high throughout the entire system. This pre-

caution will not be necessary with the oil-feed system,

as the oil used is very heavy and no trouble will be ex-

perienced by leaky joints if ordinary care is exercised in

making them. The water pumps for use with flash steam

systems are always provided with mushroom valves.

Such valves are more reliable than the other type, and
their use is strongly recommended.

After a flash steam plant is started, it will work auto-

matically, providing all the parts are in good running

order. The blow-lamp heats the boiler coils and these in

turn generate superheated steam which is fed directly

into the engine cylinders.

Flash steam plants, however, are very difficult to get

to the proper adjustment, and when once adjusted are

very easily put out of adjustment by minor causes. Being

that every square inch of surface in the flash coils is heat-

ing surface, the amount of water supplied to the boiler

must be exactly what it requires. The heat must also be

regulated so that the temperature of the steam will be
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of just the correct value for the engine's needs. Being

that the steam is highly superheated before it enters the

engine, the valve and engine parts must all be made of

steel to withstand the severe attack of the heat. An in-

crease of heat causes the temperature of the steam to rise

and also increases its expansion. Many times the tem-

perature of the superheated steam is so high that it Avill

burn up the lubricating oil before it reaches the cylinder

of the engine. AMien the lubricant becomes ineffective

the results are apt to be very disastrous to the en-

gine, as great friction is caused and seizing is apt to

occur.

If the heat of the burner falls off for any reason, the

steam is not raised to a sufficient!}^ high temperature and
will not be thoroughly dry at the time it enters the cylin-

der of the engine. AATien this condition occurs, the boiler

coils are unable to vaporize the water that is circulating

through them from the pump, and in a short time the

boiler floods and the engine is fed mth a large percentage

of water in place of steam. It is necessary that a flash

steam plant, to operate successfully, must be supplied

with exactly the amount of Avater, heat and steam it

requires in operation. Thus, it will be seen that to obtain

the maximum power from such a plant adjustments must
be made ver^^ accurately and with great care.

For model power boats, flash steam plants are much
more successful and efficient than ordinary pot boilers,

as they generate greater power for given weight and fuel

consumption.

It will be understood that it is almost impossible to

heat a flash steam boiler by any method other than the

gasolene blow torch, as the flame from this completely

covers the surface of the entire boiler coils.

Flash boilers can also be made with double coils and
in this case it is, of course, necessary to employ twin

burners to fire them with. Double coil flash boilers are
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capable of developing considerable power and are very

suitable for racing craft of the larger type.

It is necessary to encase all flash boilers with Enssian

iron which prevents heat radiation and also protects the

flame from drafts. The inside of the Russian iron casing

should be lined with asbestos.



CHAPTER XIV

A FLASH STEAM PLANT FOR LARGE MODEL AIRPLANES

A description of the engine and what it is capable of doing—Machine

work necessary to finish the engine—A flash steam plant for the

engine and how to make it.

In view of the great activity recently evinced in the

designing of model power plants for aviation and other

purposes, this compact and efficient power plant should

prove of considerable interest. Providing as it does a

self-contained plant of sufficient power to make it emi-

Fig. 116—The four-cylinder steam engine assembled

nently practical and of great utility, the construction of

this engine at once supplies the model maker with a

most interesting project, and furnishes him with a
reliable source of poAver. "While no special effort was
made to secure lightness, as the engine was originally

designed to propel a canoe, for Avhich purpose it has
proven perfectly successful, the power plant is not too

175
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heavy for the large airplane model which it wonld be

capable of driving, and would undoubtedly prove an ideal

solution to the propulsion problem in connection with

such a model. In fact, the author considers that it would
vindicate the employment of steam vs. other prime mov-
ers in whatever field in which it might be put, and in

addition, the construction alone would be of sufficient

Fig. 117—The four-cylinder engine and its flash boiler

interest to repay the model maker for his expense and
labor.

The engine, which Avill deliver a maximum of about

21/2 H.P., utilizes steam from a flash boiler in four single-

acting, radially disposed c^dinders. From the standpoint

of compactness, there is little doubt that this arrangement

is superior to any other, and a great simplification of

valve mechanism is also secured. In this case, the distri-

bution of steam to the four stationary cylinders which

are, of course, at an angle of 90 degrees to each other, is
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effected by means of a rotating member flexibly coupled

to the crankshaft and revolving in a casing connected with

the steam supply and with the cylinder heads. This mem-
ber carries on its periphery two ports, one, communi-
cating continually with a small chamber under pressure

from the boiler, serves to admit steam to the cylinders in

succession as it passes the ends of the pipes connected

with the cylinders, and is of such length as to cut off the

admission of steam to the cylinders after about 20 degrees

of the inlet stroke; the other port is in communication

with the atmosphere by a series of holes and permits the

cylinders to exhaust during about 80 degrees of the

stroke. The general appearance of the engine is conveyed

by Fig. 118. The four pistons are all connected to a sin-

gle crankpin b}^ means of a disc rigidly affixed to one con-

necting rod, and carrying supports for the other three

rods on which they may pivot slightly as the crankshaft

revolves.

One of the most unique features of the engine de-

scribed beloAv is that no castings are required; all parts

being made either of cold rolled steel or brass stock.

The crankcase of the engine is constructed first. This

particular part is sho\\Ti clearly in the detail sketch,

Fig. 122. In bending the stock, care should be exercised

as this forms the foundation of the whole machine and

any inaccuracy here would be fatal to the successful oper-

ation of the engine. The joint in the case is dovetailed

and while this may appear difficult to accomplish, it is the

only practical procedure. After the joint is accurately

cut, the case is scalded in boiling water to remove all

greasy substances from its surface. After this, the joint

is silver soldered in a smokeless forge fire.

The bosses, which hold the cover plates of the crank-

case to the case proper, are riveted to the sides as shown

in Fig. 122. After the cover plate is drilled, it can be

held in place on the case and used as a jig to drill the
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holes in the bosses. A %2 drill is used and the holes

tapped out with a %-40 tap.

The holes in the crankcase, over which the cylinders

set, are bored ont on a lathe as it is impossible to do this

on a drill press owing to the light weight of the stock.

The main bearings are bronze, split and held in place

with a flange and nut. The bearings should be carefully

reamed out with a hand reamer.

The crankshaft is worthy of mention on account of

the difficulties involved in making it from a single piece

of stock. A piece of stock measuring % x 1% x 6 inches

Fig. 119—The fuel tank for the gasolene burner

will be needed. After cutting out the rough form with a

hack saw, the main shaft is turned to diameter. The
crankpin is turned down next, and, after this is done, the

inside of the Avebs are faced off.

The cylinders are turned from 1%-inch square cold

rolled steel stock and a square flange is left on the base.

The cylinder bore should be finished carefully with a

hand reamer to insure accuracy and high compression.

The pistons are turned out of li4-inch cold rolled steel

rod. The stock is turned do^ATi to 1% inches and a 1-inch

hole bored out to a depth of ^Me inch. After the holes

to accommodate the wrist pins are drilled the contact

surface of the piston should be carefully polished. •
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The connecting rod is made of two pieces—one of

brass and one of steel. The cross piece is cut from brass

and drilled with a i/4-inch drill. Only three of the con-

necting rods are made identical ; the fourth being diifer-

Fig. 120—The engine with a propeller attached to its shaft

ent at the lower end where it is fixed to the master

bearing.

The lower bearings for the three connecting rods are

cut from brass stock to a diameter of ^%2 inch and drilled

eccentrically with a i/4-inch drill. The bearing on the

fourth or master connecting rod is made from a piece of

square brass stock with a semicircular cut in one end

where it rests on the crankpin after it is fitted into the

slot of the master bearing. Both the bearings and cross
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pieces are secured to the connecting rods by means of

silver solder.

The valve casing is turned out of steel to exact diam-

eter with a shoulder at one end to hold the distributor

in place. The interior of the opposite end of the valve

case is threaded to accommodate a face plate which is

drilled in the center with a y^-iwoh. hole for the steam

Ordinary Tirc Valvc

Filling Cap

Fig. 121—Drawing of the fuel tank for the gasolene torch

inlet. AVhen the plate is screwed in place, there should

be a small space between it and the distributor to act as

a steam chest. A small spring is also placed between

the plate an 1 the distributor to keep the 'latter against

the shoulder. The steam pipe from the boiler is con-

nected with the face plate by means of a small flange and
four screAvs, interposing a leather gasket. The distrib-

uting element should be made to lit the case as perfectly

as possible, as a poor tit will cause leakage, which wdll

reduce the efficiency of the engine.
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' The distributing tubes are bent by first filling tliem

with either lead, sand or resin—preferably lead for a real

good job—the filling being tapped or melted out after

bending. One end of each distributing tube is furled to

make a steam-tight joint where they are connected to the

tubes on the valve case by means of unions.

All parts of the water pump are made of brass with

the exception of the frame and clamp which are of sheet

steel. The pump proper is held in place by forcing it

between the sides of the clamp which is depicted in the

detail drawings, this being riveted to the frame. The
gear on the pump meshes with the one cut in the crank-

shaft ; the ratio being 4 : 1. The pump discharge is con-

nected to the front end of the inside coil of the boiler.

Having constructed the engine, the next consideration

is, of course, the boiler. IVliere compressed air in large

quantities is available, this makes a satisfactory substi-

tute for steam and, except for the cooling effect due to

its expansion, is probably superior to steam. But it

should be borne in mind that the quantity of air required

for a motor of this size is considerable, and it is vital

that a heavy supply be available. The same is true

regarding carbon dioxide and similar propulsion medi-

ums; they are admirable for testing purposes, but the

large consumption of the engine renders steam the most

practical operating fluid. It should be mentioned in this

connection that in an engine having as high an expansion

ratio as this one, the cooling resulting from the employ-

ment of gas compressed in cylinders, as in the case with

CO2, becomes serious.

The boiler, shown in Fig. 124, is of the flash type, and

is supplied with water from a suitable supply by the

engine pump described above. The coil is double and is

constructed of 14-inch copper tubing. This is wound on

a mandrel, slightly under 1 inch in diameter, to the length

of a foot. When completed, the coil will spring open suffi-
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ciently to allow its removal from the mandrel, and will

now be of the correct diameter, although some latitude

in this respect is permissible. Some heavy gauge sheet

brass is wrapped around this coil to bring its diameter

up to a scant 2 inches, and the outside coil is wound back

over this. The brass is withdra^^m after the operation.

A casing of galvanized sheet iron 20 inches long is

wrapped around the coils as shown in the dramng, which

also shows the connections and makes the general assem-

bly clear. A cone 3 inches long is affixed to the front of

the casing. The burner is a gasolene torch on the familiar

Bunsen principle, and is supplied with fuel from a small

tank under air pressure, applied with a tire pump. The
preheating and vaporizing coil is of i/4-inch seamless steel

tubing, given a few turns around the main burner tube

of 1-inch steel tubing Avhile red hot. The main tube is

about 4 inches long and is fitted at the back with the fuel

nozzle and perforated air supply plate shown in the

detail drawings. The framework around the casing is

of i/4-iiich square cold rolled steel stock, and the case

may be fitted with sockets in which suitable supports

can rest.



CHAPTER XV

A FLASH STEAM PLANT FOR SMALL MODEL AIRPLANES

Operation and design of the engine—How the engine is made—Design

for a six-cylinder engine working on the same principle.—Descrip-

tion of a flash steam plant to drive the engine.

The development of a suitable power plant for very

small model airplanes has long been the ambition of a

great many model enthusiasts. To the advanced model

maker there is not a more interesting and fascinating

branch than that of model airplaning.

The use of steam as a motive poAver for airplanes is, as

Ave all knoAv, a very old idea, having been first attempted

by StringfelloAv in 1846 in England, by Langley in 1896 in

America, and of late years by Messrs. W. 0. Manning,

H. H. Groves, and V. E. Johnson in England. The experi-

ments of these last three gentlemen, as recorded in the

Model Engineer and Electrician, have been a great

incentive and also exceedingly helpful and instructive to

the writer in the development of the flash steam plant

al30ut to be described.

Fig. 126 shoAvs the general arrangement of the engin'e,

])oiler, fuel container, and burner.

The engine is of the single-acting rotary type, having

three cylinders—the bore % inch and the stroke % inch.

The cylinders are of Tobin bronze, bored out quite thin,

and supported radially from the valve by holloAV columns
on one side, and by the propeller bracket on the other.

Xeedless to say, the valve is of the rotary type Avhich

admits steam to each cylinder successively as the pipes,

or supporting columns, pass over the inlet port. As
shoAvn in Fig. 130, steam is admitted during 50 per cent

187
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of the stroke, or while the engine revolves 90 degrees;

then the cut-off takes place and the engine works on the

expansion of the steam during the next 90-degree turn.

^ig. 125—The three-cylinder engine mounted on a model airplane

The exhaust port is then uncovered during practically

the entire return stroke of the piston.

The valve also forms the main and only bearing on

which the engine revolves, and is made in a taper form
so that any leakage or wear may readily be taken up.

The crank is screwed and locked on the end of the valve.

This allows the former to be set for either direction of

rotation, and for the timing of the steam inlet and cut-oif

.

All joints and pipe connections are silver soldered,

as soft solder would soon melt out under the high tem-

perature at which the engine operates. The propeller
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mounting consists simply of a star-shaped piece of

%4-inch steel brazed to the cylinders, and the propeller

is held to this by means of a screw and nut. Three driv-

ing puis are set in the plate, which assures a positive

drive to the propeller.

The weight of the engine alone is 3i/4 ounces. This

light weight for an engine capable of developing a quarter

horse power can be obtained only in one of the radial

Fig. 126—The complete power plant

cylinder types, because of the absence of a long multi-
throw crankshaft with its correspondingly extensive
crankcase and bearings.

The flash boiler was made from 8 feet of i/^-inch inside
diameter copper tubing wound up on a tapered mandrel.
The over-all length is 71/2 inches, being 1% inches in
diameter at the burner end and 1% inches at the tail end.
The super-heater consists of two loops of the same mate-
rial placed in the center of the coils, one end of which is

brazed to the latter, and the other end fitted with a
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screwed connection for the purpose of connecting it to

the hollow crankshaft of the engine.

Water is supplied to the boiler at "the big end of the

coils from a force feed pump, which is driven by the

engine through a train of gears, giving a reduction of

5 to 1. As shown in Fig. 128, the crank pin may be set at

various radii, thereby altering the stroke ; i.e., the amount
of water pumped to the boiler. A very rigid and light

Fig. 128—How the pump is geared to the engine

frame was constructed of umbrella ribbing for the pump
support and its gearing. The pump piston and cylinder

are made of brass, the former being about % inch in

diameter and is fitted with two packing rings. Bronze

balls are used in the check valves to prevent corrosion

and sticking. A good seating for these valves is obtained

by placing a steel ball of the same diameter on the seat

and tapping it lightly Avith a hammer. To limit the move-

ment of the balls, a brass pin is sweated in the side of the
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valve housing whicli projects into the water passage at

a point slightly above the balls.

The fuel container is made in a strealn line form

using brass foil .007 of an inch in thickness. There are

two compartments, one of which contains 2 ounces of

gasolene, the other 4 ounces of water. Allowance is made

in the gasolene reservoir for a small air space, so that a

slight air pressure might be generated by means of a

hand pump in order to start the torch.

The vaporizing coils around the nose of the burner

are of light gauge brass tubing. Thin steel tubing is

used for the Bunsen tube. A priming tray was beaten

Gi'^-off bra :^ga ID cvroove.

^xWu'*^ porh&.

Fig. 129—The engine hub

out of brass foil and supported from the burner by a stiff

wire, which was brazed at points indicated in the sketch.

The speed of the engine is largely dependent upon the

intensity and amount of heat. To start the plant, the

water container is completely filled through the opening

at the top. The gasolene container is then filled half full

and then given one or two strokes of a hand pump through
the check valve which projects from the front of the

container.

The needle valve at the burner is then opened long

(Plough to allow the gasolene to drip from the spray noz-

zle and thence to the priming tray. Half a teaspoonful

is sufficient to heat the burner. When this is almost com-
pletely burned out, the needle valve may be opened and
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the burner will start off with a terrific roar. It is then
necessary to start the water into the coils before they

become overheated. By turning the propeller over sev-

eral times, the pump is set in operation and the water is

Cnunk pin,

PE5I6N.

Fig. 130—The rotary valve design for the three-cylinder engine

forced into the hot coils. Considering that the coils work
at a red hot temperature, the value of the steam pressure

often runs up to between 200 and 300 pounds per square

inch.

When the plant is on test, a perforated asbestos casing

is placed around the coils and the burner opened wide

so as to allow the flame to extend the entire length of
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the coils. After tlie first flash of steam reaches the en-

gine, it is time to keep clear of the propeller, as it will

speed np very rapidly. It would probably be disastrous

to the engine to allow it to run light on the flash boiler

at full pressure, when 60 pounds per square inch will spin

it up to 3,500 R.P.M.

It is very necessary that the engine be lubricated con-

tinuously, otherwise the high temperature of the steam

would soon cause it to run dry and seize. This is accom-

plished by a gravity oiler in the steam line shown in

Fig. 126, between the engine and boiler. There are two

pipe connections to the reservoir, one of which serves

to equalize the pressure on the oil and the other as the

feeder outlet. A small pointed screw is fitted in the out-

let in order to regulate the rate at which the oil drops

into the steam line. This adjustment is made through the

filling hole at the top of the reservoir.



CHAPTER XIX

A KECORD-BREAKING MODEL HYDROPLAIirE

The hull of the boat—Its flash boiler and twin-cylinder, high-speed

steam engine.

The model described in this chapter* is the result of

considerable experimentation, both in the making of vari-

ous types of hnlls and power plant equipment. The craft

was really made to bring the model speed boat record

from England to America, and in tests '^Elmara'' has

Fig. 159—**Elmara" at a thirty-mile clip

shown a speed slightly in excess of 30 miles per hour.

The English record held by the ^^Evil Spirit'' is 26.7

miles per hour.

The dimensions of the hull are as follows: Length

39.37 inches, beam 7% inches, step 1V4 inches high, sides

forward of the step 4^/4 inches high, sides directly back

of the step, 3 inches high. The distance from the bow
242
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to the step is J7i/4 inches. The weight of the complete hull

is 2 pounds lYz ounces.

Only two materials are used in the construction of

the hull—alumii'ium and mahogany. Mahogany is a very

strong wood, will take a smooth finish and is more or less

Fig. 160—Showing the power plant of "Elmara"

unaffected by moisture. The pattern of the sides of the

boat are first cut out of paper and this paper is pasted

on a piece of dressed mahogany % inch thick. The ma-
hogany is then cut into shape. The bow piece is cut out

of solid mahogany and shaped as shown in Fig. 164.

Fig. 161—The bottom of the boat

Square mahogany strips are then cut out and fastened

to the inside of the side piece by means of shellac and
%-inch brass brads. The bottom of the craft is made
of Xo. 22 gauge sheet aluminum and this is fastened to

the square mahogany strips, as the sides of the boat are
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only % inch thick and it would be next to impossible to

fasten the aliiminnm to these without splitting them. The
aluminum is also fastened by means of shellac and %-inch

brass brads. The shellac tends to make the boat water-

tight, while the brads hold the aluminum rigidly in place.

The aluminum bottom does not run completely over the

bow piece, but merely overlaps it sufficiently to be fas-

tened to it by means of the brass brads. The single step

in the bottom of the boat is formed by a mahogany strip

through which the propeller shaft tube runs and the

water scoop. The back of the boat is also made up of

Fig. 162—The boiler coil and boiler casing of the power plant

mahogany. A small aluminum hood is bent into shape

and this is fixed to the bow of the boat and prevents

water from reaching the engine and also reduces air re-

sistance.

The builder is cautioned to use extreme care in making
this hull, as every detail must be paid attention to in the

construction of model racing boats, and a hull put to-

gether carelessly cannot be expected to attain great speed.

Attention must be paid to the most minute details, such

as perfect balance, wind resistance, water resistance, etc.

The wooden portion of the hull should be rubbed down
well and thoroughly shellacked, applying the shellac with

a camel 's-hair brush so that it mil leave the surface bright
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and smooth. The hull of ^'Elmara" is so designed that

it will plane at a speed of fifteen miles per honr.

While some experimenting has been done with pro-

pellers for use on this boat, the best results have been
obtained with a cast aluminum propeller of 3%6-inch

diameter and a pitch of 10.2. When the craft is at full

speed, the propeller turns over at 4,000 E.P.M. The pro-

HOOD

BOTTOM
Fig. 164—How the bow piece is held in place

peller shaft or stern tube is made of %-inch brass tubing

with brass bushings soldered in at each end. These bush-

ings are drilled for a %6-iiich silvered steel shaft. The
skeg is made up from flat and round brass stock and
screwed to the skeg bearer.

The rudder can be made either of brass or' aluminum
and is fixed in place so that the boat will run in a straight

course. It will be found necessary to bend the rudder

slightly to one side, as the boat has a noticeable tendency

to turn in the same direction that the propeller is re-

volving.

The flash steam boiler of '^Elmara" consists of 18

feet of %6-inch O.D. seamless steel tubing of 22 gauge.

This is wound in a single spiral on a 1%-inch mandrel.

To avoid trouble it is advisable to thoroughly anneal the

steel tubing before it is wound. The casing, which covers

the boiler coil, is bent into shape from 22-gauge Russian
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iron. The ends are all lap-seamed and the funnel is

flanged at the bottom and riveted to the boiler casing.

In making the casing, a clearance of at least % inch

should be left all around the boiler coil. AYhen completed,

the casing is lined with sheet asbestos having a thickness

of % inch. The boiler is mounted on a small frame made
of square mahogany strips.

A little trouble will be had in making the boat keep

a straight course when in operation and the experience

of the builder has shown that if the propeller is mounted

just a little off center in the opposite direction to which

the propeller turns this will have a tendency to make the

i
sou^ee: wood I

-^— side:

STRIP ^«^|

ISHEIEIT <qLUMINUM
BOTTOM

Fig. 165—Showing how the aluminum "bottom is held to

the sides of the hull

boat follow a straight course. The amount of offset

necessary Avill have to be proven by experiment, and it

will be found that very little is necessary.

If the builder desires, the bow piece can be made con-

siderably lighter by boring a large hole through it with

an auger. In fastening the bottom to this piece, the wood
should be cut away so that the surface of the aluminum
will be flush with the surface of the bow piece. Otherwise

the edge of the aluminum will have a tendency to prevent

the boat from planing, owing to the resistance it would
give to the water.

The water scoop consists of a small semicircular

piece of copper tubing Avith an internal diameter of %
inch and ari'anged in the wooden portion of the step.
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The water scoop is connected to a small water tank, which

will be described later.

Unless the builder is anxious to keep the weight of the

hull down as low as possible, it is advisable to cover the

sides next to the boiler with asbestos or light sheet alumi-

num to prevent it from catching fire from the heat of the

blow torch. It is ver}' inconvenient to have this happen

P0W6R WATHR

Tig. 166—The twin-cylinder engine used on the boat

when the craft is in the center of the lake and no row-

boat is handy.

The power plant of the boat is especially interesting

from the standpoint of model steam engineering. It pos-

sesses several unique and original features of construc-

tion and operation, although a glance at the photograph

may convince the reader that it is nothing extraordinary.

The main castings of the engine are of aluminum.

Only two castings are used in the engine itself—the upper

or cylinder portion and the crankcase. The cylinders of
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the engine, which have a bore of ^Kc inch, are cut from
Shelby steel tubing*. The cylinders are reamed out and
lapiDed before they are inserted in the casting, as shown
in the cross-section drawing of the engine. Fig. 171. The
main casting is, of course, carefully bored or drilled out

t

Fig. 167—The oil and water tank for the engine and boiler

SO that a good dri^dng fit is made. The lower portion

of the steel tubing is turned to a slight taper and this

holds the cylinder rigidly in place. The casting is so

made that after the cylinders are in place there will be

a recess around them, and this is made to act as an

exhaust chamber, as will be explained later in connection

with the valve action. The cylinders are provided with

20 auxiliary exhaust ports which are drilled with a

ViG-inch drill and spaced equadistant. At the extreme

limit of the down-stroke,- the cylinders uncover these

auxiliary exhaust ports and this places them in commu-
nication with the exhaust chamber, permitting about 60

per cent of the steam left in the cylinders to leave. The
drawing shows the one cylinder in the exhaust position

Avith the auxiliary ports completely uncovered. If the

cylinders project any at the top of the casting after they
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are driven in place, they should be ground off perfectly

flush with the top of the engine, as the cover plate, which
is described later, must lay absolutely flat to prevent a

possible leakage. A small recess %6-inch deep is filed"

in the side of each cylinder at the top and the cylinders

are so mounted in the casting that these recesses will'

be exactly opposite each other so that they will form a

communication with the steam chest, as will be explained

more fully in connection with the valve mechanism.

The crankshaft is turned from a solid piece of cold

roll steel. The connecting rods are also turned into shape

from cold roll steel. A split brass bearing is used on the

crankshaft end of the connecting rods and these are held

together by means of two small machine screws, one on

each side. The lower portion of the brass bearing is

counter-bored to receive the round head of the machine

screws used. The screws extend through both halves of

the bearing into the end of the connecting rod which is

drilled and tapped to receive them. While this method
may hold the bearing in place, the original engine has

small pins driven through the upper half of the bearing

into the lower end of the connecting rod. The pistons

are turned to size from cold roll steel and bored out.

This gives a solid piston which is absolutely necessary

with an engine of this nature working on high-pressure

flash steam. A previous power plant of ^'Elmara" had

an engine with the tops of the pistons silver soldered into

place. One day the engine refused to go and investiga-

tion showed that one of the piston tops had come off, the

extreme heat of the flash steam having melted it or come

so close to melting it that its tensile strength fell below

the critical point. It is best to make a solid piston in the

first place as flash steam is unsatisfactory with silver>

solder. The pistons are provided with piston rings, and

these are an absolute necessity with the high pressure

employed. Each piston has two piston rings. A hole
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is drilled completely tlirougli the top of the pistons to

acconiinodate the wrist pin, which is a small piece of cold

roll steel rod of the proper size. The ends of the wrist

pin are filed to conform "svith the internal outline of the

cylinder and finished off smoothly so that they will not

scratch the cylinder Avails.

The small brass bevel gear which drives the valve

shaft is drilled and pinned to the crankshaft. Very little

strain in actual operation makes it unnecessary to key

HANP WATgR PUMP

'STEAM CHEST

Fig. 168—The engine, showing the hand water pump and the oil pump

this member to the crankshaft. A small universal joint

is placed on the crankshaft just back of the bevel gear

and this is also pinned into place with as heav^^ a pin as

the quarter-inch shaft will allow. Owing to the fact that

this universal joint forms the connection with the pro-

peller shaft, it has to hold up under considerable force,

as nearly a horse-power of energy is transmitted to the

propeller when the boat is at high speed. This method of

fixing the universal joint to the crankshaft is open to crit-

icism, but in the case of the ^^Elmara" the trouble experi-
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enced with it has been exceedingly small in comparison

with the trouble had from other sources. The universal

joint used is made by the Boston Gear Works and is the

smallest stock joint made by these people.

A very special method was employed to hold the

flywheel on the crankshaft. The spur gear on the end of

the shaft which meshes with the larger pump gear is

soldered to a sleeve and the fly^vheel is drilled out and
reamed so that this sleeve will pass into the hole in the

flywheel with a driving fit. The sleeve is then drilled out

and reamed so that it will fit on the crankshaft with a

' B^^^ POMf HANPUtj

' Pomp 6EAft H|S|m \/
^^^^K. 1

JMl
^^^^

Fig. 169—End view of the engine

driving fit. These members are then mounted upon the

shaft and a hole drilled through the hub of the flywheel,

the sleeve and the crankshaft. A small s.teel pin is then

driven in this hole, which holds the flywheel in place, as

well as the spur gear.

The valve will now be explained, together with the

steam chest. The steam chest is formed by a small box

cut out from solid steel and provided with a cover plate

of steel which projects over the sides. The overlapping

portion of the plate is drilled so that it may be fastened

to the top of the engine by means of the long machine
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screws, as clearly shown in the drawing of the engine.

The amount of the projection should not be made too

great, otherwise the cover plate will have a tendency to

buckle up in the center when the machine screws are

tightened. A hole is drilled in each end of the stream

chest, one for the valve spindle and the other for the

packing gland. The valve spindle guide is turned from
brass. All the remaining parts of the steam chest and

valve are made from steel. The valve is extremely sim-

ple and consists merely of a small block of steel with a

recess chiseled in the center as shoAvn. The adjusting

nut on the valve spindle rests between two shoulders on

the valve so that the stroke of the valve or, rather, its

oscillating motion, can be regulated. After the threads

on the valve spindle are cut, it will be necessary to turn

those on the end of the spindle off that fits into the spin-

dle guide. The valve spindle extends through the packing

gland and has attached to its outer end a small slot cut

from steel. The eccentric or valve crank consists merely

of a small steel disc mounted on the upper end of the

valve shaft with a small machine screw placed between

its periphery and center. This screw passes through a

tiny steel block, which fits in the slot on the valve spindle.

The small steel disc has a collar by means of Avhich it is

pinned to the valve shaft. This collar rests on a small

projection on the end of the engine casting which forms

a bearing for the valve shaft. A similar projection forms

the lower bearing. These bearings are not bushed, as

this has been found unnecessary. At the lower end of the

valve shaft, another small brass bevel gear is fixed with a

steel pin, and this meshes with a similar brass gear that

was placed on the crankshaft previously.

Three slots are cut in the top plate of the engine, one

large one with two smaller ones on each side. The small

ones are the inlet ports from the steam chest, and the

larger one is the exhaust port. The two small slots form
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a passage to the cylinders by means of the two recesses

iiled in the top of the, cylinders, as- explained in a previ-

ous paragraph. These slots come directly over the re-

cesses, as shown in the cross section drawing of the en-

gine, Fig. 171. Between the pistons, and directly under

the larger exhaust port, a i/4-inch hole is drilled. The
exhaust slot communicates with this hole and the engines
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Fig. 173—The crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons and water pump
of the engine

exhaust steam therefore comes out at both sides. Be-

tween the c^dinders and on each side of the engine cast-

ing, two 14-inch holes are drilled from beneath up through

the casting until they meet the horizontal hole that was
previously drilled between the cylinders. This enables

the exhaust steam from the auxiliary ports to pass into

the regular exhaust of the engine. After these two holes

are drilled, the lower ends are stopped with a brass plug.
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Another small hole is drilled in the side of the engine
casting, which commnnicates with the exhaust chamber
and this acts as a drip for the steam that condenses into

water. By nsing this method, lagging on the cylinders

has been fonnd unnecessary and the efficiency of the

engine is not impaired in the least.

An anxiliary structure of sheet metal holds the pumps
and pumping mechanism to the engine. Two water pumps
are provided, one being the hand operated pump to start

the engine with and the other the power operated pump
driving off the main shaft through a train of two gears.

The small spur gear fastened to the shaft in front of the

flyl^^heel drives the larger gear to which the connecting

rod of the water pump is attached. The side arrangement
for altering the stroke of the pimip is arranged for. An
arm is attached to the gear, being pivoted to one end

with a screw having a slot in the opposite end through

which the machine screAv is passed. In the center of the

arm, the connecting rod of the pump is attached. By
using a set screw on the arm and bringing it either closer

or farther away from the center of the gear wheel adjusts

the stroke of the pump within quite a wide range. The

hand Avater pump is actuated by a large steel lever or

handle.

The larger gear wheel which drives the water pump,

is fixed on the end of the shaft, which has one of its

bearings at the opposite end of the engine. Mounted

directly behind the larger gear wheel on the steel shaft

is a worm gear which meshes with a small spur gear

used to drive the pump. The connecting rod of the pump
is attached to the edge of this spur gear, the ratio being

100 : 1. A small pipe leads through the oil pump directly

into the steam chest of the engine, where the oil mixes

itself with the hot steam and is carried into the cylinders

of the engine. The gears of the power water pump have

a ratio of 5 : 1. The bore of the water pump is % inch.
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The stroke of the Avater pump is variable from % to %g
inch and the bore is i^ inch. The oil pump also has a

bore of i/4 i^^^li ^^^ ^ stroke of % inch to l^ inch.

The complete engine is mounted on an aluminum plate

with a thickness of % inch and this is anchored on cross

pieces or bearers in the boat hull. Four machine screws,

one on each corner of the base, is used to hold it.

In the design and construction of this engine, the

builder is more or less indebted to Mr. H. H. Groves and
Mr. Westmoreland, of England, who are pioneers in the

use of flash steam and Avhose instructive articles have

appeared in past issues of the Model Engineer,


